Baroreflex autonomic control in human spinal cord injury: Physiology, measurement, and potential alterations.
The arterial baroreflex is a primary regulator of autonomic outflow to effectively regulate acute changes in blood pressure. After a spinal cord injury (SCI), regulation of autonomic function is disrupted, although the damage of the autonomic pathways may not necessarily be related to the severity of injury (i.e. level and completeness). Nonetheless, it can be assumed that there would be greater loss of sympathetic innervation with higher level of injury and that cardiac parasympathetic control would remain intact regardless of injury level. In those with SCI, impaired baroreflex regulation has implications not only for adequate pressure regulation, but also for long term cardiovascular health. In this review, we discuss the expected impact ofan SCI on baroreflex control and the studies that have investigated baroreflex sensitivity in this population. The data generally indicates that baroreflex sensitivity is lesser in those with chronic injuries. However, these findings are counter to the expected effect of an SCI and hence may indicate that the effect of an SCI on baroreflex control might be secondary to long term deconditioning and/or vascular stiffening of baroreceptive arteries. Furthermore, the alterations in the ability to regulate pressure do not impact the relationship between spontaneous heart rate and blood pressure variabilities. In addition, those with SCI are not adequately able to control blood pressure changes in response to orthostasis, resulting in frank hypotension in a significant proportion of those with high level injuries.